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“CONTROL YOURSELF, SIR!”: A CALL FOR RESEARCH
INTO EMOTION CULTURES IN DIPLOMACY
Wynne Elizabeth Russell

Diplomats are paid to have cool minds and even cooler temperaments.1

T

his brief essay - a call for further research rather than a summary of
existing findings - speculates on the existence of an area of potential
misunderstanding, yet also of potential solidarity, among diplomats:
that of emotion culture. All diplomats know that different cultures have different triggers for emotion (e.g., what would be taken as a joke in one culture is
heard as an insult in another), as well as different rules governing the expression
of emotion (one has but to compare the scene at funerals around the globe).2
Sensitivity to these cultural differences is indeed a key attribute of a good diplomat, whose job so often involves maintaining a cordial atmosphere or defusing an already tense situation. However, here it is argued that diplomats may,
in fact, face a further challenge - that of deciphering the emotion culture of the
international practice of diplomacy itself.
This essay first examines and seeks to explode the notion that diplomats
are, or should be, immune to emotion in the conduct of their duties. Second, it
discusses the concept of emotion cultures - cultural rules governing the experience and expression of emotion. Third, it suggests the possibility that modern
diplomacy, perhaps a distinctive culture in itself, encourages the socialisation
of diplomats into a distinctive, ostensibly global diplomatic emotion culture.
Last, it suggests a number of research questions.

The Ambassadorial Ideal and the Eviction of Emotion
Few would question the idea that international politics is a realm of emotion.3
Classical historians and philosophers of international relations, from Thucydides to Hobbes and Grotius, assumed that the “passions” had an important
role to play in international conflict, explaining the causes of war in terms of
human emotions such as greed and pride.4 Even liberal thinkers such as Locke,
Bentham and Kant, who looked forward to a reason-based transnational consensus of interest, started from the premise that the passions would need to be
tamed first, while their conservative as well as radical critics (Burke on the one
hand, Marx and Engels on the other) concluded that the passionate nature of
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humankind would never be eradicated.5 Within the classical realist tradition of
the twentieth century, the passions reassert themselves; the writings of Hans
Morgenthau, for example, are sprinkled with references to trust and love, exaltation and pride, and frustration, insecurity and fear.6
Nevertheless, the specialist literature, as well as the public imagination,
conventionally depicts diplomacy - the institution by which much of this passionate world of international politics is negotiated - as a realm in which emotion should play no part. Indeed, the ideal of the dispassionate diplomat has
been perpetuated by generations of post-Renaissance European diplomatic
handbooks. Medieval writers, for the most part, focused on ambassadors as
“servants of god,” and therefore on their moral qualities.7 But a rash of treatises on diplomacy in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries began to focus
on how “civilized behaviour was to be propagated among ‘ideal ambassadors’
… [as well as] reproduced in the fledgling institutions of a states-system.”8
The model of the perfect ambassador presented in these works shifted over the
years from the ideal humanist scholar described by writers such as Frederici de
Marselaer (Legatus, Libri Duo, 1618) to the “well-bred gentleman” portrayed in
Juan de Vera’s El Embajador (1620), from which text comes the term “the perfect ambassador.”9 The “qualities of mind and feeling” that such an ambassador should cultivate most assiduously, according to the accomplished diplomat Abraham de Wicquefort (L’ambassadeur et ses fonctions, 1679), were prudence and modération, the latter meaning the ability to curb one’s temper and
to remain cool in moments of tension. “Those spirits,” de Wiquefort warned,
“who are compounded of sulfur and saltpeter, whom the slightest spark can
set alight, are easily capable of compromising affairs by their excitability.”10
Forty years later, in his influential De la manière de négocier avec les Souverains
(1716), François de Callières repeated many of de Wiquefort’s injunctions, dedicating nearly half a chapter to the need for a minister to possess the quality of emotional control. “A man of an odd, uneven temper, who is not master
of his humours and passions, ought not to engage himself in the business of
negotiations,” de Callières warned, preferring “a man who has the command
of himself, and is always in a cool sedate temper.”11 Over two hundred years
and dozens of major treatises later, one of the “essential” qualities of a diplomat listed by Sir Harold Nicolson in his classic treatise on diplomacy remained
“the quality of calm.”12 In fact, for some writers, what diplomats should be
had become what they were: “what really distinguishes the diplomat from the
common herd,” experienced diplomat Jules Cambon opined in 1931, “is his
indifference to its emotions.”13
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The disdain for emotion expressed in these works mirrors shifts between
the fifteenth and seventeenth centuries both in theories of the conduct of international relations and in the notion of reason itself. As Hedley Bull put it, the
emergence of the “notion of the ‘ideal ambassador’ as a person governed by his
reason rather than his passions, and seeking to subordinate the latter to the
former … is bound up with the emergence of rationalism in the seventeenth
century, and especially with the notion that the proper objective of states was
the pursuit of their [‘true’ or objective] interests rather than of their honour or
their faith.”14 This shift, as Bull suggests, in turn reflected the consolidation of
an underlying “myth of rationality” that deemed emotion and reason to be not
only separate, but inimical.15 Under the influence of this conception of rationality, emotional responses came to be seen as “disruptive,” “illogical,” “biased”
or “weak,” and emotion “a deviation from what is sensible or intelligent”– a
prejudice that lingers to this day.16
The perceived need for professional representatives to control their own
emotions seemingly has been made all the more urgent by what diplomats
themselves have frequently bewailed as the inability of political leaders to control theirs. As de Calliéres complained, “the passions of princes … often overrule their interests.”17 The role of the diplomat thus was and is still seen to be
one of “helping to ensure that the interests of rulers triumph over their passions, and not their passions over their interests.”18 The “rulers” in question
were initially monarchs. “Sovereigns,” warned de Wicquefort, “cannot meet
without the risk of prejudice to themselves or to their affairs.”19 But democratically elected rulers have shown themselves no more trustworthy in this
regard: of the many dangers of diplomacy by conference, Nicolson recounts,
one of the greatest is that leaders “would return from the interview, but with
sentiments of lasting personal dislike,” a situation that could lead to disastrous
consequences.20
Yet would it be correct to say that the classic diplomatic manuals of Europe
expect diplomacy to ignore the existence of emotion altogether? Certainly, the
diplomats of the classical literature are expected to have a keen appreciation of
the feelings of others. A successful negotiator, de Wiquefort observed, must
be able to play on the emotions of others: “Ministers are but men and as such
have their weaknesses, that is to say, their passions and their interests, which
the Ambassador ought to know if he wished to do honor to himself and his
Master.”21 Three hundred years later, former British Ambassador Peter Marshall concurred: “Diplomacy must rank as one of the higher forms of persuasion. People may be persuaded by reason or by feeling, or in all probability by a
combination of both.”22 Even more importantly, diplomats are expected to be
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considerate of others’ feelings; hence the popular use of the term “diplomatic”
to mean “tactful” or “sensitive.” Sir Ernest Satow’s famous definition of diplomacy as “the application of intelligence and tact to the conduct of official relations between the governments of independent states” sums up the emphasis
that classical diplomatic theorists placed on letting sleeping emotions lie.23
Implicit in these concerns, of course, is the assumption that the feelings
of other state representatives are subject to be riled. Nor should this be surprising: diplomats, by virtue of their ability to speak in the name of states, serve as
embodiments of some of the most highly emotionally charged political entities
in the modern world.24 Many recognise the emotional position of an “empowered negotiator of a country” as sharply different from that of negotiators for
most firms, with the political dimension of diplomatic representation imposing
additional emotional burdens.25 In particular, the kinds of relations of power
and status that diplomats, in the name of and as an extension of the state,
are required to navigate and negotiate are precisely those from which many of
the social emotions - pride, humiliation - arise.26 Hence, Charles de Martens,
in his famous Guide Diplomatique (1832), can say: “The least of inconsidered
words can wound a whole nation.”27 And, hence, arises the difficulty of stepping back from a national position; as Cambon himself noted: “[t]his is by no
means an easy matter sometimes, when one’s sympathies are involved.”28
Indeed, what classical theorists of diplomacy were advocating was the ability, not to completely deny the existence of emotion, but to repress its expression, particularly in the case of the negative emotions. Nicolson, surveying fifteen and sixteenth century diplomatic manuals, noted their insistence that an
ambassador must be “imperturbable, able to receive bad news without manifesting displeasure, or to hear himself maligned and misquoted without the
slightest twinge of irritation.”29 Nicolson added, regarding the ideal diplomat:
“In the first place, he should be good-tempered, or at least he should be able to
keep his ill-temper under perfect control.”30
One device that classical European diplomacy evolved to help diplomats
keep their “ill-temper under perfect control” was an elaborate language for conveying displeasure without either overtly evincing emotion or causing offence.
“Diplomatic” language, as Nicolson observed, means not only “those technical phrases which, in the course of centuries, have become part of the ordinary
diplomatic vocabulary,” but also “that guarded understatement which enables
diplomatists and ministers to say sharp things to each other without becoming provocative or impolite.”31 Through the elaborate conventions of language
of the seventeenth through nineteenth centuries, and even in today’s guarded phrases such as “frank exchange of views,” the “ideal diplomatist” works
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to minimise friction in relations between nations.32 Indeed, diplomats have
recorded the toll of working in environments where these conventions have
been discarded; for example, then-US Ambassador to Moscow George Kennan
recorded in his diary in mid-1963 the strain of living through an unusually vitriolic anti-US Soviet propaganda campaign, which he found “foul, malicious
and insulting.”33
Principles and codes governing and facilitating the expression of emotion
in diplomatic exchanges have, of course, been noted by many. What has not
been so broadly discussed is the possibility that these principles and codes serve
as proof of the existence of a distinctive diplomatic “emotion culture.”

Emotion and Emotion Cultures
The idea of “emotion cultures” has received its most extensive discussion in the
fields of anthropology, sociology and psychology.34 It emerges from thinking
of emotions as social, rather than entirely personal, experiences. In this view,
the focus of psychoanalytic and social psychological theories of emotion on the
individualised, internally generated quality of emotion is at best excessive and
at worst misplaced.35 Far from being solitary events, many emotions result primarily or frequently from real, imagined or anticipated social interactions.36
“An emotion,” Robert Solomon writes, “is intrinsically tied up with our social
existence and our relations with others.… [The problem] is to retain the personal and experiential (‘phenomenological’) grasp of emotions but place emotions in a larger social context, treating them not only as the result of but as
constituted in relations with other people.”37
Scholars interested in emotion cultures thus have tried to understand the
application to emotion of sociological concepts such as norms of behaviour.
Most diplomats as a matter of course encounter different cultural norms governing the display of emotion; funeral rites are an obvious example.38 Furthermore, underlying these display norms are also cultural norms influencing the
way in which individuals experience emotion: norms governing the “type of
emotion, the extent of emotion, and the duration of feeling that are appropriate in a situation.”39 Children are socialised into these emotion cultures at
very early ages–as early as two, according to some researchers.40 An individual’s ability to master and adhere to these cultural rules often affects others’ perceptions of her or his social efficacy, maturity and mental health.41 Underlying
these norms are different cultural conceptions of the nature of emotion, as well
as of the relationship of emotion to human health.42
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Scholars have discussed the contextual or situational norms governing the
display and experience of emotion, with different implications for the examination of emotion cultures in diplomacy. While some scholars have focused
on the national and ethnic cultural level, others have focused on the level of
organisations or firms.43 Taken together, the observations and conclusions of
these works suggest that individual foreign ministries might possess sharply
different emotion cultures, products of both national/ethnic and organisational cultures. Sensitivity to the differences between these cultures is largely taken
for granted in diplomats.
At the same time, other scholars have focused on emotion norms operating at the level of occupations or professions. Some scholars have described the
pressures placed on employees to conform to expectations of emotional display, for instance in the service industries.44 Others have described the ways
in which workers in particular professions - for example, in the highly dangerous profession of iron working - develop group standards of emotional display
governing, for instance, the expression of fear.45 Many of these studies would
have benefited from taking into account the national or ethnic emotion culture and gendered emotion culture in which the occupational emotion culture is situated.46 Nonetheless, their conclusions raise the intriguing notion
that diplomacy as an international occupation may have an emotion culture, or
emotion cultures, of its own.
To what extent is such a proposition plausible? The answer to this question depends to a large degree on whether or not diplomacy can be said to have
a culture of its own.
Diplomatic Culture
The idea of a “diplomatic culture” that sets diplomats apart from other citizens is not novel. Diplomats and humorists alike have reflected on the ésprit
de corps of the diplomatic corpus, a sense of professional solidarity that transcends national boundaries.47 The distinctive customs and manners of diplomacy, such as the concern with protocol and precedence and the evolution of a
specialised language, can at one level be seen as typical of the norms of behaviour that emerge in many occupations. Indeed, diplomats, whose work by definition involves operating across national boundaries, have even greater need
than many professionals for an occupational culture that can help smooth over
national cultural differences. As John Mayall has observed, diplomatic society
and culture to some extent protect diplomats “from the pressures and mutual
incomprehension which might otherwise arise from cultural diversity. … The
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common conventions of this profession in part serve the function which language serves in national cultures: they act as vehicles for communication, hold
and transmit the values of the profession, and prove an effective barrier between
those within the charmed circle and the uninitiated outside.”48
However, it is also possible to discern a deeper purpose behind diplomatic
socialisation than simply that of professional efficiency. As James Der Derian
has observed, diplomatic theorists from de Vera on have both described and
advocated the development of diplomacy as a society, a body of socialised, “civilized” individuals, with its own body of thought on how “civilized” behaviour
is to be propagated not only among “ideal ambassadors,” but, by extension,
among the society of states.49 Diplomatic society thus is to be both a subset and
an ideal microcosm of the interstate society whose affairs it helps to order.
As Der Derian’s formulation suggests, the cultural norms of diplomacy
in this conception stretch well beyond the fine points of protocol that help to
order diplomatic and interstate society.50 Hedley Bull posited that diplomatic culture, which he conceived of as “the common stock of ideas and values
possessed by the official representatives of states,” consists of “the common
intellectual culture of modernity: some common languages, principally English, a common scientific understanding of the world, certain common notions
and techniques that derive from the universal espousal by governments in the
modern world of economic development and their universal involvement in
modern technology.”51
Many would argue, however, that this diplomatic culture has not evolved
sui generis within the confines of an egalitarian international society.52 Rather,
they would suggest, it is a culture “derived from the aristocratic cosmopolitanism of dynastic Europe.”53 In this view, diplomacy’s customs, manners and
underlying norms, although certainly not static, reflect those of the European diplomatic society into which non-European states have been voluntarily or
forcibly incorporated over the last four centuries. These scholars would argue
that the cultural norms of other diplomatic systems, in many cases as fully
evolved as those of European diplomacy, have for the most part been left by the
wayside in the process.54

Research Questions
This essay has argued that diplomacy, as a social practice with distinctive cultural qualities, possesses the potential for a common “emotion culture” that
would set out standards for the appropriate experience and expression of emoIntercultural Communication and Diplomacy
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tion by its participants. It has indicated how European theorists of diplomacy
would prefer this culture to appear - emphasising emotional control, particularly of negative emotion - and has attempted to suggest why these European conceptions might have come to dominate modern diplomatic practice. To
date, however, these issues remain at the level of conjecture. For the study of
emotion cultures within diplomacy to proceed, it will be necessary for scholars
and diplomats alike to consider at least the following questions.
•

•

•

•

•

To what extent do diplomats globally share an emotion culture? To what
extent do diplomats from various cultural backgrounds face pressure to
conform to an international professional standard of emotional behaviour? Whence do these pressures emanate? Who informs diplomats of
“the rules?”
To what extent do sub-groups within global diplomacy possess distinctive
emotion cultures? Do individual foreign ministries possess distinctive
emotion cultures? What of the diplomats of regional groupings?
To what extent does an “emotion culture” of European/Western diplomacy dominate notions of what a global diplomatic emotion culture should
look like? Or to what degree do many of the prime dictates of European/
Western diplomatic emotion culture, such as control of negative emotion,
mirror precepts from diplomatic manuals from other diplomatic cultures
(the Chinese or Ottoman diplomatic cultures, for instance)?
To what extent does the effectiveness of diplomats depend on their socialisation into dominant emotion cultures? To what degree does this depend
on whether they are operating in bilateral or multilateral environments?
And, finally, with inclusion of so many non-diplomats in international
negotiating processes, does the existence of a diplomatic emotion culture
mean anything any more?
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